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Category:DVD rippers Category:Hacker cultureA Burnaby man who has been ordered to pay a $6,000 fine
and serve six months in jail for charges stemming from the blitzed out theft of a $2.6 million Cartier watch
is finally free on bail. Ashley Joseph Lomas, 30, was released from custody Friday after spending about a
year behind bars. Lomas was found guilty in December of possessing and uttering forged documents for his
own benefit and possession of property obtained by crime for profit. On Nov. 3, 2017, police were called to
a downtown Burnaby store to retrieve a watch that was being sold there. After they had retrieved the watch,
store staff realized they had mistaken the watch for another one they had been trying to sell. Lomas was
charged with several offences as a result. The judge who heard his case said that he was troubled by the fact
that Lomas didn’t appear to understand why he was in court and he couldn’t be bothered to turn up to his
sentencing hearing. Lomas had explained that he didn’t turn up because he is “claustrophobic.” Burnaby
RCMP Const. Elena Kukushynyuk told CTV Vancouver Island Lomas “appeared in court to lay out his plea
of guilty.” Kukushynyuk said the Crown believed it had enough evidence to secure a guilty verdict and it
was Kukushynyuk’s job to prove that they were wrong. She went on to say: “He has failed to show up for
three hearings during the time he was incarcerated.” An add-on charge of failure to appear to court had been
laid, meaning Lomas could have faced additional time. Kukushynyuk said that when Lomas was arrested
two days after being released from custody it was because the Burnaby RCMP had received information
about him. She said a warrant was issued for Lomas' arrest and he was soon arrested on the outstanding
arrest warrant. Kukushynyuk said Lomas is now out on bail and he must follow all court orders. Lomas
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